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Chassis n° : AM300 1108 This Aston Martin has acquired over the

years a special place in my heart. I will tell you why. I could buy this

Aston Martin sportsCoupé approx. 10 years ago from a doctor living

in the east-part of Belgium. The pleasing lines of the MKII combined

with the attraction of the interior in original leather represented the

initial sparkle why I became in a way 'hooked' onto this sportscar.

While the Aston Martin was in our care we undertook in successive

stages the full restoration of the body and the mechanics. Because

the owner allowed us to work according to our standards and over the

years build-up experience in these Aston Martin models, in the end

this Aston Martin became the 'black beauty', you discover here, but

also kept all her initial charm. Let me show you this Aston Martin

DB2/4 MKII Coupé in the flesh and in details and you will understand

why I am proud and happy to have this sportscar back into my classic

car stable. The smooth and powerful 3 liter 6 cylinder engine did add-

up only a couple of thousand Kms since the complete rebuild and

demonstrates, while driving this Aston Martin on the road, lots of

punch and good health. The for this MKII model correct bucket seats,

in charming original mid-blue leather, offer good comfort and allow a

perfect driving position (which is not the same in a DB2 or even in the

MKI). These 50-ies Aston Martins are, in my opinion, still underrated

in comparison with the later DB4, 5 and 6-es. From the design point

of view they are, according to me, state of the art on chassis concept,

body structure construction, body design and mechanical

developpement. And this particular DB 2/4 was fully sorted exactly as

how we like them to be.

Brand Aston Martin

Model DB2/4 MKII Coupé

Year 1956

Steering Right (RHD)
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